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DRAFT SPEAKING NOTES FOR USE BY THE PRI ME  MINISTER DURING

THE DISCUSSION  OF  THE ECONOMIC ITEM OF THE AGENDA

1. In our Commonwealth approach to these great inti-rnational

economic issues, I believe we must be Ruided by some

basic propositions.

2. We need to restore a sense of multilateral  economic

cooperati on.

3. We  must proceed by way of a consensus. All of us have

our own lecitimate interests to consider. We have to take

full account of each ot'-.+-r's preoccupations.

4. We must be realistic in what  we, as  a Commonwealth, attempt.

We need practical results, not endless debates and  conferences.

5. We  shy-iuld draw on the work done by the three reports

before the Conference, and, not !.east. follow the advice

on improvin7 -:ur neeotietinR methods.

6. Our domestic  eco _p.o  ̂ , s be _ ry,. c policies b.,

our r±  Q7 x _  , ..  _ economic na  l_Cles . We n  ,r 1 nhe be efi ± s

of an interdependent nnen trading system ,  if we a1.1 co our

owSn way.

ie must build upon and adapt our international financi•a.l

/and



and economic institutions and mechanisms. We must

ensure that they have adequate resources. We must

ensure that they operate  flexibly.  We must not

undermine confidence in the capacity of those

institutions to do their ,yob.  We  must strengthen

the linkage between the handling of financial  and tradi .F

issues and recognise the interdependence between the

And/ two. /we must explore the means of promoting a

greater convergence between our respective financial

and economic policies.

8. Britain is determined to work, for the common

Food, on these lines.

9. It will not,  therefore ,  surprise you to know

that we welcome  much  of the analysis in the report

"Towards a TTew Bretton Woods" .  We  have long

advocated the central imp c rtance  of achieving

sustained non-inflationary growth; and the _-_eed to

.,'encourace direct private investment. We act on the

basis that, in our aid and trading policies we share

an obliRatirnn to :Five priority to helpinc the poorest.

We base our policy on the imperative of maintai.n _ing.. „

an open international tr-ding system. ide want to see
r.} k

interest  rates come  down.  We  recognise  the reality

of economic  interdependence  and we  endorse the

dominating : theme  of the report that in shaping our

/financial
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financial and economic policies, we must work towards

an international  consensus.

10. In our work to -other on the international economic

agenda, we are also resolved to ensure that our international

institutions and mechanisms operate efficiently to serve

all our interests. It is quite right that we should

examine these instruments of our economic well-being

both critically and constructively.

11. The techniques of international financial management

are in fact evolving and adapting all the time. the IMF

has been developing a central role in the management of

debt. The effective  resources  of the Fund last year were

greatly enlarged while Sir Geoffrey Howe was Chairman of

the  interim  Committee. The links between the institutions

themselves are becomingm uch closer. And the Helleiner

report has suggested other areas where we need to

consider further change.

12. Britain will play its full part in this process.

Last May, at Williamsburgd, the Economic Summit partners

invited their Ministers of Finance to define the

conditions for improving the international monetary

system  an d to consider the part which might, in due

/course



course, be played in this process by a high-level

international monetary conference.

11. The Helleiner report similarly suggests that an

international conference could be the culmination of

a process of careful preparation. And it was on this

basis that Commonwealth Finance Ministers welcomed

the Report when they discussed it a't Trinidad in

September.

14. I agree on the need for careful study of these

issues by our governments. And I can agree with the

New Zealand Prime Minister's proposal that a

Commonwealth group should be set up to consult with

other  members of  the international community about the

trade and payments system. We must, of course, be sure

that there exists a. genuine  congers -__°.vs whin  the

Commonwealth on how we should follow up the ideas in

the studies submitted to -..s. And this, I suggest,

should be the first task of the :roue.

15. It may be that, as the culmination of the process

of consultation and if all were so agreed, an

international conference could be appropriate. But I

would not want to commit myself to an international

monetary conference at this stage.  We  all know

/how
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how difficult it is to reach agreed conclusions at

global meetings where so much is at stake. We must be

careful lest we tie ourselves no-, to a procedure which

might, in practice, delay the very r^ s we want to

see. The other report before us, "The North-South

dialogue: Making it Work", usefully calls our attention

to the desirability of getting away from unworkable

conferences

16. I believe that we in the Common - ealth can help to

improve international economic cooperation. We can act

together to keep our trade oven; to press for lower

interest rates; for adeouate resources for the

international financial institutions. have much to

contribute to strenatheninT the framework of economic

partnership and getting  away  from sterile confrontation.

In this Joint process ,  Britai n Will play i ts full_ part.
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DISCUSSION OF IDA 7 REPLENISHMENT UNDER

ECONOMIC ITEM

SPEAKING NOTES

We have long been strong supporters of IDA. We

believe it to be an organisation with a fine record of

helping to meet the real needs of the poorest countries.

It continues to be an excellent example of how existing

institutions can grow and change to meet changing conditions.

We give high priority to a seventh IDA replenishment

at an adequate level. Agreement on this must be reached

soon so that IDA can begin making new commitments from

July 1984. We are in the middle of IDA negotiations;

the next meeting is set for December. Obviously we

cannot settle here the issues which need to be handled there.

My Government's position will need to take account of

those of other IDA donors.

All aid donors will need to play a full part in

line with their present relative economic strength. As

I think you know, Britain has historically contributed

a disproportionately large share relative to our economic

position. It is not realistic to expect any agreement on

the level of replenishment without an accompanying

agreement on burden-sharing among donors.

/Together
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Together with a number of other countries, we

will continue to do what we can to persuade the United

States to make a big enough contribution to produce an

IDA 7 figure significantly greater than $9 billion.

If it proves possible $12 billion could be the right

figure.

At this juncture, given the importance of IDA to

the poorer developing countries, it is right that we

should declare our support for a timely and adequate

IDA replenishment.

28 November 1983
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rime Minister

%I - CC: Sir Robert Armstrong
(with enclosures)

I attach some Speaking Notes for possible use by the Prime

Minister during the discussion on the report, "Towards a new

Bretton  Woods".

J C Thomas
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SPEAKING NOTES FOR POSSIBLE USE BY THE PRIME MINISTER

DURING THE DISCUSSION OF THE REPORT, "TOWARDS A NEW

BRETTON WOODS"

1. Listened with interest to debate. Have notes,

broad support for Professor Helleiner's report.

2. Like to add my congratulations to its authoZ,

and to Prime Minister of New Zealand whose advocacy

inspired it. Commonwealth can be proud to have sponsored

so comprehensive an analysis  of world rinancial and

Trading system.

22

L

I believe all of us accent, without reserve,, _14_ v of

the report's themes and much of  its  analysis. We recognise

the central importance of achieving sustained non-inflationary

growth; and the need to encourage direct private

investment. We accent that, in our aid and trading

policies we share an obligation to give priority to

helping the poorest. We accept the imperative of maintaining

an open international trading system. We want to see

interest rates come down. We recognise the reality of

economic interdependence and the aimp, in shaping our

financial and economic policies, of working towards an

international  consen sus that can meet the aspirations of

all our people.

4. In our work to °-ther on the international economic

agenda, we are also resolved to ensure that our

/ international
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international institutions and mechanisms operate

ro
efficientlyyserve all our interests. It is quite

right that we should examine these instruments of

outs
economic well-being both critically and

constructively. It is essential that the Internationa

Financial Institutions are given the resources to

meet our present needs. And they must have the

flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances.

5. But at the same time we must be careful not

k
to undermine confidence incapacity of those

institutions to do their  job.

6. In fact, international financial management is

evolving and adapting all the ti-,:e. The IMF has

developed a central role in the management of debt.

The effective resources of the Fund were greatly

enlarged ,  while Si r Geoffrey Howe  was  Chairman

Interim  Committee and  the techniques  of  l ending

are being  modified.  The links  between the

institutions themselves are becoming much closer.

And the Helleiner report has suggested other areas

where we need to consider further change.

7. Britain will play its full part in this process.

Last May, at =rJillia_msburg,the Economic Summi

partners invited their Ministers of Finance to define

/ the
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the conditions for improving the international monetary

system and to consider the part which might, in due

course, be played in this process by a  high-level

international monetary conference.

8. The Helleiner report similarly speaks of an international

conference which could be the culmination of a process

of careful preparations. And it was on this basis that

Commonwealth Finance Ministers welcomed the Report when

they discussed it at Trinidad in Septembe

9. I agree on the need for careful study of these issues

by our governments. I would not want to commit myself to

an  international monetary conference at this stage. We

all know how difficult it is to reach a _eed conclusions

at global meetings where so much is at stake. We must be

careful lest we tie ourselves now to a procedure which

might, in practice, delay tl`.e very reforms we want to

see.The other re-;ort before us, 'The North-South dialogue:

Making it Work', usefully calls os1R attention to the

desirabiT_ity of getting away from the confrontations of

unworkable conferences on a massive scale. ,day we

all recognise the need for action, not rhetoric.

10. It was for these reasons that the Br. h Chancellor

of the Exchequer proposed at the Commonwealth Finance

Ministers' Meeting in September that a group of our

/Own
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own people, with our Secretariat, should undertake

discussion with representatives of the IiII', World

Bank  and  GATT, to identify the kinds of changes which

might find international acceptance, and which

could strengthen the authority and scope for actin

of the international institutions. I believe that

this proposal offers a practical way forward and I ho:e

my colleagues could give it their blessing.



'„e will of course be discussing toe •v:orld economy anJer

two headings. now the world recession  has  afectd  each  of

our own countries . grid %,;h, t  each of us can do to su , port

recovery.

. In this room we scan  the  economic spectrum of industrialised

and  developing countries. -ut, because v e ,re interae_,endent,

we shore a common interest in discussing iow we, through our

domestic olicies and  international  cooperation, can fulfil

the  economic  aspir..tions of our ceoples.

we have all suffered  _rom a  :_ajor world recession. rind

we are iiot all out of it yet.  but  there are some signs of

im oroveaent. sconoraic recovery in the industrialised coin tries

is veginn ng. Inflation and irioerest rates  are  Jwi. Growth

is expected to rick or next ear °.ita inf -tion re...aining

~oder-_te. yin o,re ;,elcome portents. But ouch is still

t stake.

L. Over t..e p. s-u ye-,r, of us nave been dee-; ly involved

in t ct_line the problems  of  it per. tt_onal Lei t, ma t ose

roolems will ce with us for some time to come.

e ,-_ve also .;eer_ c n :erned to ..a.intain -the flow:: of

evelooment  id; to c arinel i t to where toe aid is .oct

h eeded , w__  tc t eei open toe  fows  of riv:_.te cap ital.

And  n



,.d  in our :tattle fir in ,er_-ational economic recovery

and growth, we have been concerned to fight protectionism  and

to preserve the open trading system from which all our economies

benefit.

7.  We  shall ,  over this week ,  be considering tale three

C rmonj e lth re  . or•ts which so usefully have  :addressed ,ro-

tectionism ,  our negotiating attitudes and techniques, and the

international financial and tradin serene .  tte shall want to

consider  now  test to tran slate thes e ideas into ,ractical

J olitics .  There is :;such in these reports we  can  build u1 oon.

b. but let us not delude ourselves: tiiere are rio mag ;.c

formul:sae ,:r.ovidinv for sustained, non-inflationary tic .nomic

recovery. ynere is  no  qu- ck fix.

9  We  u, warr ing tot-seta r, to  commit  ourselves to

a rigorous  rogr :rune : -

fife dent ana U_iscipained  rus a .dry :;f our own  resources;

a -ong haul - a ust.ined effo -at - in ccarrying out our

;rogramme;

and a rccor-;nition  tr .t none us , in. our own ._:ountries,

can act in io olation from eacr_ of er. n 1 Of i ust

se concerned  with tine ef'fec -ts of our c can olicies on

otrlers.  because t ie i.rutr is treat  aae sinl.i or owim 1 flier.

iC.  'ale  snail so assessing the  re .ort on Tow,l.rds new

::retton 4 ,ods  and  t._e_iueas a ssvciated .itn ot. i -e!_3 . Ve

we  w1 ,n.__t to e y sc i ro reUS iii t!:e

inter: tional



international financial and ec-nomic machiner, work and

aevelop of ec tlvey. im-rovel;:ents can Le made; and the

helieines report offers some valuable subgestions. •ut

I no~ie we shall not be mesmerised  - y the notion that holding

a global monetary conference is necessarily the way to

achieve our y urn oses. s t: e auto ors of the e,;ort trier, serves

recognise, there is a rlsr Li,au a co.iiiereiice wi.Lcii is _ot

properly :,reparea coulu aelay reform. ns tae Lritish chancellor

of tie -xcheouer suggested at the .,ommonwealth -inance Ministers

meeting  in .,ey.,tember ,  we believe  tout the , ommon wealth could

take  a practical initiative by setting up a group with

the  -riff,  World L ank and  to ide-_tify the T.I-nts of  changes

which  could  find  i ntenat  of nal accetance. „e need t-

restore toe ser:se of  -,ultilateral economic cap  ration. we

need  to strer.gtden, and not to under ,  tie authority

of tine inters-ticnal institutions. hose that this _.eeting

will endorse this ,roposal.


